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Larry F. Guthrie

LANGUAGE USE IN CLASSROOMS

In recent years, research on language use in classrooms has focused less on the
strictly linguistic aspects of language than on the uses to which language is put and
the functions it serves. How teachers and students use language may have more to do
with the way children learn, and by the same token, the miscommunication, mis-
understanding, and educational difficulty students encounter (Cazden, John, &
Hymes, 1972; Hymes, 1972, 1974; Guthrie & Hall, 1983; Hymes, 1972; Gumperz,
1981). Much of this work has concentrated on the differential treatment ofstudents
in lower proficiency groups (Good & Brophy, 1974; Cherry, 1978; McDermott,
1976; Rist, 1973).

In addition, if there is a discontinuity between the students' home language use
and that required for success at school, then the opportunities for success for those
students are reduced (Guthrie & Hall, 1983; Hall & Guthrie, 1982). Students of
different cultural and linguistic backgrounds, for example, act and use language
according to the rules of their community and culture while at home; in theschool, a
different set of rules is operative. The degree to which interactions within that group
are compatible with the students' native ways of communicating and organizing
interactions should facilitate learning; the degree to which miscommunication is

minimized should also contribute to student success.

Larry F. Guthrie has taught ESL in the U.S.. Africa and the Middle East. Since receiving his
doctorate in Educational Psychology from the University of Illinois. he has worked on a major
research project investigating aspects of bilingual education at the Far West Laboratory for
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Effective use of language by teachers with limited-English-speaking children
(LES) has been the subject of considerable debate. Much of the discussion and
research has focused on the relative amounts of English and the students' first
language a teacher should use (e.g., Baker & deKanter, 1982; Legarretta-Marcaida,
1981; Milk, 1981). Some attention has also been given to comparisons of teachers'
instruction and language use across different student groups. In a study of Hispanic
Americans, Moll, Diaz, Estrada, & Lopes (in press) examined the language use of
two teachers, only one of whom spoke Spanish, with the same group of children.
They found that the teacher who did not speak the students' first language provided
lessons at a lower level of difficulty than did the Spanilh-speaking teacher. Ap-
parently, the Anglo teacher underestimated the Spanish-speaking students' abilities
because he himself did not speak Spanish. Mohatt and Erickson (1981) compared
the cultural congruence of two teachers with their Native-American students, only
one of whom was of the same culture as the students. Their conclusion was that the
Native-American teacher and her students revealed a "shared sense of pacing" in
their behavior that was at first absent in the other teacher's class (p. 112).

Previous research on language ust in the classroom has focused on children
from several different cultural and ethnolinguistic groups. These have included
Hawaiians (Au, 1980; Boggs, 1972); Hebrew-speakers (Enright, Ramirez, &Jacobs,
1981-82); Hispanics (Carrasco, Vera & Cazden, 1981; Mehan, 1979; Moll, Diaz,
Estrada, & Lopes, in press; Duran, 1981; Erickson, Cazden, Carrasco, & Guzman,
1979); and Native Americans (Mohatt & Erickson, 1981; Philips, 1972).

With the exception of the work by Fillmore (1981, 1982) and Pung Guthrie
(1982, in press), language use of Chinese students and their teachers has been largely
ignored. While considerable information is available on language use in mono-
lingual classrooms, and to a lesser extent, on that in Hispanic bilingual situations,
very little is known about how Chinese children and their teachers construct inter-
actions. It is often assumed that because Asian-Americans have a reputation for high
achievement, their children experience little educational difficulty. This attitude
obscures the fact that large numbers of recent immigrants from Asia face serious
problems in communicating and learning to speak and read English.

This study involved a detailed examination of the language use of two teachers
of a group of Chinese-American first-graders (For a more complete account, see
Guthrie, 1983). The students alternated each half-day between a Chinese bilingual
teacher and a teacher who did not speak Chinese. The circumstances thus provided a
rare opportunity to examine the language of two different teachers with the same
LES children. The first of these teachers was bilingual and biliterate in English and
Cantonese, and of the same cultural background as the students. She had immi-
grated to the U.S. at the age of nine, and both her Cantonese and English were
native-like. I will call her Mrs. W. The second teacher was an anglo male who had
taught in Spanish-English bilingual programs, but had little prior experience with
Chinese students. I refer to him as Mr. M. Both were experienced teachers.

The basic question which directed the research sought an indepth description of
the classroom interaction between Chinese-American children and their teachers.
How do teachers orchestrate lessons and how, in turn, do students respond? What
variation, in both teacher and student language, is found across instructional
groups?
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METHOD

Sociolinguistic methods were used to uncover the ways in which Cantonese-
speaking children and their teachers constructed their interactions and used lan-
guage. First, target students and speech events (lessons) were identified. Next, the
naturally occurring speech in sample lessons was recorded, transcribed, and
analyzed. The procedures employed ale described in more detail below. First, how-
ever, is a brief description of the setting in which the study was conducted.

Setting

The setting for the study was an elementary school with a predominantly
Chinese population. The school was located near a large Chinatown community on
the west coast.

There were approximately 644 students enrolled in Chinatown Elementary at
the time of this study. The school population is relatively stable, but there are
periodic influxes of new immigrant and refugee students from the Oriental Educa-
tion Center where most new immigrants go first. Almost half the school population
was Chinese; the remainder of the students were largely Spanish surname, other
Oriental (primarily Vietnamese), and Black. Because of the ethnic quota system
operative within the district, the school is now officially closed to new Chinese
students, except those who live within the most immediate neighborhood. Most of
the Chinese students at Chinese Elementary are classified as either limited-English-
speaking (LES) or non-English-spnking (NES). These students, in turn, are placed
in either a bilingual or regular class.

Subjects

Subjects were eleven first-grade Chinese-American students, selected on the
basis of English language proficiency. Prior to data collection, each teacher was
asked to rank all students in the class on a four-point scale of oral English language
proficiency (Fuentes & Wisenbaker, 1979). The bilingual teacher also provided
similar information on students' Chinese proficiency. These judgments were then
verified through observations of potential target students. In this way, five students
ranked at t he low end of the scale (1-2), four ranked at the middle of the scale (3), and
two fluent English speakers were selected.

Lessons

Two types of lessons were selected for analysis in this report, reading in English
with thc bilingual teacher and oral language in the anglo teacher's class. Although
the lesson content and focus differed somewhat across the teachers' lessons, they
were in many respects comparable. For two weeks prior to taping, classroom
observers took descriptive fieldnotes and coded for activity structures (Bossert,
1978). These two lessons were found to be compatible in that they were both teacher-
directed, student membership was approximately the same, and both teachers
organizcd lessons around a basic question/answer format. Descriptions of the
typical organization of each teacher's lesson follow.
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Reeding. Reading lessons were conducted in much the same way with each of the
two groups. Mrs. W usually began by writing a list of vocabulary words on the
board near the reading table. She then would introduce cach word and ask students
to read and say the words as a group. Individual students were then called on to read
all thc vocabulary words aloud. The next task for the reading lesson would involve
using the student text or the accompanying story posters. Each poster contained a
picture on the top and a story below. When she used the poster, the teacher would
ask the students to look at the picture first, then describe it. Together, they would
then read the story on the poster. When she used the book, she adopted the same
approach as with the poster, beginning with a description of the picture, followed by
reading. The final step in the typical reading lesson would be to ask the children to
read the text silently, after which she asked them comprehension questions. To
answer these, students were allowed to read an appropriate phrase or sentence from
the text. Throughout the reading lesson, if students stumbled over a word, the
teacher read it out and asked the student to repeat.

Oral Language. Mr. M divided his class for oral language into two instructional
groups on the basis of oral English proficiency, low and a combination of middle and
high. However, during the oral language period, only that group being taught by the
teacher remained in the classroom; the other group met with another instructor in a
different room. The overall procedures employed with each group were much the
same.

The low group consisted of six students who sat in their assigned seats. For oral
language, the teacher would join the group by pulling up an additional chair. Very
often the lesson began with picture flash cards, which students were required to
identify and describe.

The middle/ high group was composed of nine students. They all sat at a table in
the center of the room, where only the middle group students normally sat. The
teacher brought his own chair when he joined the group. Once again, the teacher
usually began with picture flash cards, which the students were to identify.

Data Collection

A ud iota pe recordings were made through the use of a Ma rantz recorde r, w ith
two lavaliere microphones placed in the middle of each group's table. Two data
collectors were present during each taping session, both fluent speakers of Canton-
ese and English. One data collector took fieldnotes on the activities of the focal
group, recording information on the physical arrangement of the group, important
nonverbal behaviors, the text materials used, and other contextual information. The
other data collector, meanwhile, monitored the audiotape th-ough earphones and
wrote down names and utterance fragments of speakers throughout the interaction
to aid in subsequent transcription.

Transcriptioe

The audiotape recording of each lesson was transcribed by the data collector
who monitored that taping session. The handwritten transcript was then entered
into an IBM Personal Computer used for the analysis. Those utterances in Chinese
were transcribed in Chinese, and an English translation was provided in brackets.
Descriptions of nonverbal behavior were included in parentheses.
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Coding

Utterances were coded using a system of Conversational-acts (C-acts) devel-
oped by Dore (1977) and employed in several studies of children's language use
(Cole, Dore, Hall & Dow ley, 1978; Dore, Gearhart & Newman, 1978; Guthrie, 1981;
Hall & Cole, 1978). C-acts represent a taxonomy of speech act types which code
utterances according to ( I) the grammatical structure of the utterance, (2) its illo-
cutionary properties, and (3) its general semantic or propositional content.

Because of the different nature and focus of the present research, some
modifications were made in the system as used in previous studies. These included
both the addition and deletion of certain codes. The revised list of codes, definitions,
and examples is presented in the Appendix.

Forty-nine separate speech acts, each assigned a three-letter code, comprise the
Conversational-act system. These are grouped into six broad function types: (I) As-
sertions, which solicit information or actions; (2) Organizational Devices, .,hich
control personal contact and conversational fiow; (3) Performatives, ve.,;c' m-
plish acts by being said; (4) Requests, which solicit MformauGn or n, n (5)
Responses, which supply solicited information or acknowledge
I 978,pp. 372-3). An additional category of special speech 1-* di
phone talk, laughing, singing, etc. is also included. Conm .

Request function, for example, include Requests for P ;uct
Requests (QPR), and Requests for Permission (QPM).

Coding proceeded as follows. First, the grammatical form Aid its literal
semantic meaning were determined. Then a judgment was made as to the conven-
tional force, or purpose, of t he utterance. In this step, sequencing, reference, and
other conversational cues, such as marked illocutionary devices and intonation,
were taken into consideration. Utterances were thus placed first within the six broad
function types, and then categorized as an individual Conversational-act. Through-
out the coding, the contextual information contained in fieldnotes provided an
additional check for the validity.

Initial coding was conducted by the data collector who observed a particular
lesson. To ensure inter-coder agreement, each taped session was then coded a second
time by another member of the research team, all of whom had engaged in two weeks
of training and practice. Discrepancies were resolved through discussion. Through-
out the coding process, inter-coder agreement for individual lessons ranged from
.90 to .96. Although utterances in Chinese were translated into English and entered
as data, all coding was done on the original Chinese.

bayou
Out of a corpus of nearly six hours (340 minutes) of audiotape data, a total of 19

lessons/ events were selected for analysis; Eleven reading lessons totaling 185
minutes, and eight oral language lessons totaling 155 minutes, were examined.

Each utterance within these lessons was coded according to four variables, (I)
the speaker, (2) speaker's oral English proficiency, (3) language of the utterance, and
(4) the Conversational-act (C-act) of the utterance. This resulted M a total of 15,753
coded utterances.

The frequency and proportion of C-acts performed by each speaker in each
lesson were calculated, so that possible differences in the relative use of C-acts across
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!Cs ; and student proficiency groups were availoole. The results of ther quanti-
tative sr.i:.ises are given in detail in the final report of the project (Guthrie, 1983)
Briefly, the findings nay he summarized e% to"'Iwc.

FINDINGS

The bilingual teacher was remarkably cr .:vist4.iit in ier use of language with the
two groups of students. Despite certain vandt(ionS. ributions of C-acts were
comparable overall. In the lessons taught by Mr. M on htv: - patterns
of C-act use across language proficiency groups were quite distinct. With the higher
group, the arrays of C-acts within lessons were similar to those found +In Mn. W's
class. Interactions with the lower group, however, were characterized b)
proportion of Attention Getters (0AG), Requests for Action (RAG), and Protests
(PPR). Taken in combination, these Conversational-acts describe lessons in which
there is a certain lack of control. What was not availe le in the reported proportions,
however, was clear evidence for what these aspects of language use entail in practice.
From the quantitative data, the effect of turn-taking mechanisms employed in the
groups, for instance, could not be determined. To further examine this possibility,
and explore the data for others, a detailed qualitative examination of the datawas
undertaken. This involved a careful reading of transcdpts supplemented by occa-
sional referral to thc original tape.

Findings rev -.ded important differences along the dimensions of instructional
organization and the use of LI in instruction. Because of space limitations, the first
of these will be given only brief comment here (for a more complete treatment, see
Guthrie, 1133). The remainder of the paper concentrates on the nature and im-
portance of LI use in instruction.

In short, et least two aspects of Mr. M's instructional organization were found
to be contributing to the confusion -t lower group: the clarity of the instructions
and rules for interaction. With the goup, the task and interactiona I demands
were made explicit. With those moi inited in English proficiency, he was often
vague about what students were to do a nd appeared to have no established system of
distributing turns. His questions were cast out upon the table to be picked up by
anyone.

Use of Li is Iostmetioa

Perhaps the most important source of difference between the two instructors
was in the use of the children's first language. This is an area that has been widely
studied and discussed (Duran, 1981; Gumperz, 1982; Valdes-FaUis, 1977), but little
attention has been given to the actual purposes to which teachers put LI. In this
study, instances in the reading lessons in which Mrs. W employed L I were examined
in context. Possible reasons why she might have chosen to alternate language were
then developed and discussed with the teacher,

Clearly, Mrs. W did not employ Chinese to any great degree in her reading
lessons. The quantitative analysis revealed an average of less than seven percent over
all such sampled lessons. This is in contrast to her language use in other lessons and
throughout the day, when she frequently made use of the language. Research has
shown, however, that code-switching or language alternation among bilinguals is
seldom random and usually has a purpose, albeit unconscious. Thil appeared to be

7
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the case with Mrs. V ,o while shc * very rarely in English reading
lessons when she did it was for a Jiminci rt told us later that she tried to
avoid using Chinese during those lessons, and wis,, somewhat surprised to find she
had used LI as much as she had. In retrospect, however, when examining the tran-
scripts, the various purposc fa- which she put the l were quite obvious to her.

Mr. M, of course, nev- yoke Chinese with c students, but perhaps more
telling was the fact that hr sanctioned stude..' is when they did. In many cases,
what students said in Chirg e as ielited to the 14ntask. Unable to tell whether it
was or not, however. Mr. ko !ucr.J) sbushed v rents he caught speaking Chinese,
assuming they were rc itcotior In onc it son, for instance, the group was
discussing the seal they c aq....triur. e student said the seal was fat,
and Mr. M agreed. !it, ct neut., ,t in Chinese, he quietened her.

Speaker 14 =nee (15:754-758)
Student 13 He too fat.
Mr. M Ne's too fat.

t. Now.
Sti4re 12 it:1 Hou feih. (So fat.)
Mr. M PPIP Sh-h-h!

The analysis of Mrs. vis'a use of Chinese revealed that she employed it for at
least five distinct purposes: (1) for translation, (2) as a we-code, (3) for procedures
and directions, (4) for clariLcation, and (5) to check for understanding. The first
three of these were employed in several of the lessons, but not with the frequency of
the final two, and will therefore only be briefly described. First, Mrs. W used Chinese
to translate particular words which students appeared not to know or were
obviously beyond the range of their vocabulary. Once, for example, she used the
word "aisles, but provided the Chinese equivalent as well in order to maintain
students' understanding. Second, she used Chinese as what Gumperz (1982) has
termed a "we-code," a language which indiates group membership and personal
connections. In one instance, for example, where the reading group was becoming
disruptive, Mrs. W tried several times in English to get the students to behave. She
finally pleaded in Chinese "don\ be this way" thus appealing to them as an insider.
Third, she occasionally gave procedures and directions in Chinese, e.g., to get
students to ust. a key word in a complete sentence. The fourth and fifth uses of
-hinese were to clarify and explain concepts presented in English and to check for

lent understanding. These final two will be treated in more detail.

U. itemise. One of the new vocabulary words introduced to the middle and high
groups was the word lost." Mrs. W took care to make sure the groups understood
what the word meant and in whit ways it contrasted with the Chinese words for the
same thing. In one lesson, two of the students appeared to confuse the transitive and
intransitive uses of the English word and said, for example,"I lost one day"(18:332).
In Chinue, this confusion is not possible, since there is a different lexical item for
each meaning. Mrs. W paused at one point to help the group map these meanings
onto the two forms in English.

8
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Ckiasse-Eaglii Barra! ChISUINDO

Uttersnce (11:451-461)

Mrs. W QPR What does I lost my pencil mean?
Student 23 RPR Ngoh mitginjo ngohge bat. (I don't sec my pen.)
Mrs. W RAG Okay.

OFS Where does. uh . . .

Student 25 TRA Mhgin yuhnbat. (Don't see pencil.)
Mrs. W ADC I sas lost in the park.

QCH Haih mhhaih mhgittjo neat jinhgei d? (Does it mean you
don't sec yourself?)

QCHRPC Does it mean that?
Student 23 RPC Ngoh mhginjo hai hai park. (I can't be seen in the park.)
Mrs. W AEX Mhgtnjo jikhaih dohnrsat-louh gam gala (Can't be seen

means got lost.)
ORQ Okay?
AEX Mhhaih wah mhginjo. (It doesn't mean don't see.)

Oak fer Utalersiaalliag. Mrs. W also used Chinese to check for understanding. It
appeared from the observations and the tapes that, at certain points, she sensed that
one or more of the group did not quite understand. She thus switched to Cantonese
or asked for a Cantonese equivaknt from the students. In the followingexcerpt from
a low group lesson, students were reading English vocabulary words off the board.
Suddenly she stopped and asked in Cantonese for the meaning of likes." Students'
responses reveal they had confused likes" wit h lights." The teacher then attempted
to clarify using English: "He likes the dog."

Speaker Cst1 Utterance (16:230-245)

Student 11 RVB Little . . .

RVB Like . . .

RVB Likes . . .

Mrs. W QPR Likes dim gaol a? (What does *likes" mean?)
Student II RPR Dang. (Light.)
Mrs. W OCQ Ha? (What?)
Student 13 RPR Hoi clang. (Tutu on hem.)
Student II RPR Dang. (Lights.)
Mrs. W. RAG No. Mihail!. (No.)

AEX It's not lights.
QVB Likes.
ADC He likes the dog.

Student II RPtt Ngoc Jungyi. (I like.)
Mn. W RAG Okay.

RAG Ngoc Jungyi. (I like.)

This example points up an additional benefit of the teacher% facility with
Cantonese. By using the students' first language, she was able to ferret out those
areas of confusion and misunderstanding. By aski ng directly for the equivalent word
in Cantonese, Mrs. W quickly and efficiently assessed how well the students under-
stood. This strategy is not available to the monolingual English speaker. Ha teacher
not proficient in Cantonese sensed the same lack of understanding, he or she could of
course ask the student to provide an English synonym or use the word in a sentence.
For the limited English proficient student, however, these techniques would often be

9
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ineffectual, particularly with students like Wilson (Student I I). As Mrs. W put it, he
needed a lot of language support:" he was uncomfortable using English and
insecure about it. Had he therefore been asked to use likes" or lights" in a sentence,
it is unlikely that he could have come up with any a-sponse in English, much lessan
appropriate one. His level of understanding would still have been a mystery.

DISCUSSION

This study considered in detail the interaction and language use of two teachers
with a group of Chinese-American first-graden. In both the quantitative analysis of
Conversational-act frequencies and proportions, and in the subsequent qualitathe
analysis, knowledge of the students' first language appeared to be critically im-
portant. The coding of C-acts was revealing in that it provided insights into overall
patterns of language use in various lessons. It showed Mrs. W, for example, to be
consistent in the distribution of C-acts she used with stuAents having different levels
of English langusge proficiency. The speech of Mr. M, on the other hand, who did
not know Chinese, formed a quite different pattern with the limited English
proficient students. C-acts having to do with sanctioning, attention-getting, and
protesting occurred in higher frequency with the lower group, and together,
appeared to indicate a lack of control.

The manner in which speakers put various C-acts together was examined
through the qualitative analysis of transcripts and tapes. One focus was on tl e
teachers' use of the students' LI. Mr. M, of course, spoke no Chinese and was thus
unable to communicate with the children in their first and dominant language. An
unfortunate outcome of this situation was that he often sanctioned the use of
Chinese, since, as far as he could tell, the student speech was unrelated to lesson
tasks. An examination of the transcripts revealed, however, that students sometimes
answered in Chinese or gave brief explanations or hints to their classmates in that
language.

Mrs. W made a conscious effort to use Chinese as little as possible during
English reading; she used it r. uch more in other lessons or in transitions. Chinese
thus accounted for only a small portion of her speech in the reading lessonsless
thaa seven percent. Nevertheless, the data show she carefully selected those
occasions on which she did, and she employed Chinese for a variety of purposes,
including translation, as a we-co* for solidarity, and for procedures. Most fre-
quently, however, she used the students' language to clarify or to check for under-
standing. Her use of the language revealed a sensitivity to the variable meanings in
Chinese and English that :wide it possible for her to pick out likely sources of con-
fusion. This is not to say, however, that she had conducted a contrastive analysis of
the two language& She simply recognized the points at which students might have
difficulty; perhaps because she herself had learned English as a second language.

This was something Mr. M could not do. Even when students were obviously
confused, he was often unable to get at the root of the problem because of the
language barrier. Many times the confusion arose because students in the lower
group had difficulty making themselves understood, and lacked the English skills
necessary to rephrase their statements. Clearly, then, had Mr. M been able to better
communicate with the LEP students, he might have avoided the frequent loss of
student attention.

in
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The data from Mr. M's class serve to point up just how difficult teaching non-
and limited-English-speaking children can be for teachers who do not speak their
students' first language. The task of communicating with them becomes formidable
indeed. This fact has serious implications for staffing in bilingual programs. Good
arguments can be made for employing an alternate-day (or half-day) model,e.g.,
students are exposed to native speaken of both languages. However, in cases like
that of this study, where students speak very little English, a singk bilingual teacher
might have an advantage. This is not to say, ofcourse, that monolingual teachers
might not also be effective with NES/ LES students. Some of the features of Mrs.
9/144 teaching, for example do not requirea high level ofproficiency in the students'
LI. A monolingual teacher who has some knowkdge of how the students' L I
operates and an appreciation that the students may be using the LI on task, could
employ some helpful strategies. Use of the students' LI simply stands as another
valuable resource available to the bilingual teacher.

Some monolingual teachers have been known to delegate the instruction of
NES/LES students to a bilingual instructional aide (Fillmore, 1982; Puns Guthrie,
in press) but unless the side is fully bilinguaL and a competent instructor besides, this
would not appear to bean improved solution. The effective use of LI, even in English
reading lessons, requires more than just a working knowledge of the language. To be
able to identify points of possible confusion and clarify them as Mrs. W did, a
teacher must be highly proficient in both Cantonese and English. Therefore, in
staffing primary grade classes with limited- and non-English speaking children,
serious consideration should be given to the overall bilingual proficiency of the
teacher.
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APPENDIX
Codes, Definitions, and Examples of Conversational-Acts

Code Defmition and Examples

Assertives report facts, state rules, convey attitudes, etc.
A AT Attributions report beliefs about another's internal state: "He does not know the

answer."; "He wants to."; "He can't do it."
ADC Descriptions predicate events, properties, locations, etc. of objects or people: "The

car is red."; "It fell on the floor."; "We did it."; "We have a boat."
AEV Evaluations express personal judgments or attitudes: "That's good."
AEX Explanations state reasons, causes, justifications, and predictions:1 did it because

it's fun."; "It won't stay up there."
AID Identifications label objects events, people, etc.: "That's a car."; "I'm Robin."
AIR Internal Reports express emotions, sensations, intents, and other menial events:

"I like it."; "It hurts.', "I'll do it"; "I know."
APR Predktives states expectations about future events, actions, etc.: "Ill give it to you

tomorrow."; "It'll arrive later this week."
A R U Rules state procedures, definitions, "social rules," etc.: It goes in here."; "We don't

light in school."; "That happens later."

Organizational Devices control personal contact and conversational flow.
OAC Accompaniments maintain contact by supplying information redundant with

respect to some contextual feature: "Here you are"; "There you go."
OAG Attention Getters solicit attention: "Hey!"; "John!"; "Look!"
OBM Boundary Markers indicate openings, closings, and shifts in the conversation

"Okay"; "All right"; "By the way."
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OCQ Clarification Questions seek clarification of prior remark: "What?"
OFX Exclamations express surprise, delight, or other attitudes: "Oh!"; "Wow!"
OH. Fillers enables a speaker to maintain a turn: ". . . well . . ."; ". . . and uh .
OFS False Starts indicate aborted utterances: "We . . . they"
OI'M Politeness Markers indicate ostensible politeness: "Please"; "Thank you."
ORQ Rhetorical Questions seek acknowledgement to continue: "Know what?"
OSS Speaker Sekctions label speaker of next turn: "John"; "You."
OV P Verbal Play indicate language in which meaning is secondary to play.

Performatives accomplish acts (and establish facts) by being said.
PBT Bets express conviction about a future event: "I bet you can't do it."
PCL Claims establish rights for speaker: "That's mine"; "I'm first."
PJO Jokes cause humorous effect by stating incongrous information, usually patently

false: "We throwed the soup in the ceiling."
PPR Protests express cjections to hearer's behavior: "Stopr; "No!"
PIE Teases annoy, taunt, or playfully provoke a hearer: "You can't get me."
PWA Warnings alert hearer of impending harm: "Watch outr; "Be careful!"

Requestives solicit information or octions.
QAC Action Requests seek the performance of an action by hearer: "Give me itr; "Put

the toy down!"
QCH Choice Questions seek either-or judgments relative to propositions: "Is this an

apple?"; "Is it red or green?"; "Okay?"; "Right?"
QMA Requests for Mental Action seek specific mental activity by the hearer: "Think";

"Remember."
QPC Process Questions Seek extended descriptions or explanations: "Why did he go?"

"How did it happenr; "What about him?"
QPM Permission Requests seek permission to perform action: "May I go?"
QPR Product Questions seek information relative to most "WH" interrogatives"

"Where's John?"; "What happened?"; "Who?" "When?"
QSU Suggestions recommend the performance of an action by hearer or speaker or

both: "Let's do itr; "Why don't you do it?"; "You should do it."
QVB Verbal Action Requests seek performa;Ice part of an instructional routine such as

reading aloud, conducting language-learning exercises, repeating, or spelling:
"Read this word"; "Repeat after me"; "I go, you go, he . . ."

Responsives supply solicited information or acknowledge remarks.
RAG Agreements agree or disagree with prior non-requestive act: "No, it is not!";"I don't

think you're right."
RAK Acknowledgements recognize prior non-requestives and are non-commital: "Oh";

"Yeah."
RCH Choice Answers provide solicited judgments of propositions: "Yes."
RCL Clarification Responses provide solicited confirmations: "I said no."
RCO Compliances express acceptance, denial, or acknowledgement of requests: "Okay";

"Yes"; "Ill do it."
RPC Process Answers provide solicited explanations: "I wanted to."
RPR Product Answers provide Wh-information: "John's here"; "It fell."
RQL Qualyications provide unsolicited information to requestives: "But I didn't do it";

"This is not an apple."
RVB Response to Requests for Verbal Action provides solicited speech, such as reading

aloud, repeating in chorus, or spelling.
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Special Speech Acts are prescribed utterances expressed in a special way.
SAC Counting indicates naming numerals or counting objects.
SAL Laughing codes laughter.
SAS Singing indicates singing, either words or sounds.
MKE Microphone talk codes speech dircctcd at the tape iccorder microphone, oftei,

silly or nonsensical.
NVB Nonverhals code important nonverbal acts.
TRA Danslation codes conscious, direct translations.
UNT Unintapretahles indicate uncodable utterances.
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